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Microlocal Analysis of Theta Functions 

Mikio Sato, Masaki Kashiwara and Takahiro Kawai 

§ O. Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to show how the theta-zerovalue and 
some related functions can be controlled microlocally. To be specific, 
we first prove a result on the constructibility (in particular, finiteness) of 
the complex of r z(¥'*@)-solution sheaves for a class of microdifferential 
equations, which we call R-holonomic. (Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3. 
See (1.8) for the precise definition of r z(¥'*@)-solutions.) The construc
tibility of microfunction solution sheaves will then follow from that of 
r z(¥'*@)-solution sheaves. (Theorem 1.4.) This finiteness result general
izes the result for holonomic systems ([6]), giving us the hope that R
holonomic complexes will be effectively used in application. Our expecta
tion is augmented by the validity of the "Reconstruction Theorem" for 
R-holonomic complexes. (Theorem 1.5.) Furthermore it is really con
firmed by the. fact that the finiteness theorem for theta-zerovalues, or 
Jacobi functions, which was announced in Sato {I 2], follows from the 
general result for R-holonomic complexes. (Theorem 2.8.) Note that 
the finiteness theorem for theta-zerovalues is closely tied up with their 
automorphic property. (See § 2.) 

We refer the reader to Sato-Kashiwara-Kawai [13], particularly its 
introduction, for the background of the finiteness theorem given in this 
report. At the same time, it is worth while noting the following two 
distinctions between the presentation of [13] and that of this article: 

First, in this article we do concentrate our attention on the theta
zerovalues, not the theta functions. The discussion on theta functions 
can be done inexactly the same manner as in [13], once we get the finiteness 
theorem (Theorem 2.8) for theta-zerovalues. So, we do not repeat it 
here. Note, however, that the way of the reasoning in [13] is quite dif
ferent from the reasoning given here in that the former one first shows 
some finiteness theorem for theta functions and then deduces from it the 
finiteness theorem for the theta-zerovalues. Apparentlysuc h an approach 
is cumbersome in discussing microfunction solutions as we do in this 
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article. 
Second, in discussing Jacobi structure (Definition 2.1), we consider 

the problem without subsidiary conditions in the sense of [13]. This is 
simply because we microlocalize the problem in this article: microlocali
zation enables us to eliminate the subsidiary conditions, generically 
speaking. But, then, we have to introduce microdifferential operators of 
fractional order such as ..; 4rc..;=T a/at. 

For the convenience of the reader, let us briefly recall the definition 
of the sheaf of microdifferential operators of fractional order. In what 
follows, X denotes a complex manifold and T* X denotes its cotangent 
bundle. As usual, we denote T* X - T1X by t * X. We also denote by 
7r (resp., n) the projection from T* X (resp., t* X) to X. Let P*X denote 
t* X/Cx and let r denote the projection from t* X to p* X. Then, for 
any pointp in p*X, r-l(p)=C-{O}. Let m be a positive integer and let 
7r",: ,qc m-+t* X be an m-fold covering of t* X with respect to the action 
of C X on each fiber of t* X. Let r", denote the projection from ,qc m to 
P*X. Then, in analogy with the definition tff,;=r-1r*tffR , we define a 
sheaf tff0.lm) by 

(0.1) 

where tff~ denotes the sheaf of holomorphic microlocal operators(*). Note 
that tff0.lm) is a sub sheaf of tff~. Let x* be a point in t* X and let r be in 
t!x,x' such that q(r)(x*)*O(**). Then it immediately follows from the 
definition of tff0.lm) that we have 

m-l m-l 

(0.2) Boo '" Boo kim '" kim Boo 
CO (l/m),x*= L..J CO X,:c*, = L..J r CO X,x*· 

k=O k=O 

If some p in tff0.lm),x* actually belongs to L;r,;l tff x,x.rkl"', its principal 
symbol q(p) is,by definition, the term of the highest degree with respect 
to the fiber coordinate in the symbol sequence corresponding to p. As in 
the case of operators of integral order, the degree of the principal symbol 
is called the order of the operator. It is clear that these notions are 
independent of the choice of reference operator r. 

The importance of introducing the sheaf of microdifferential operators 
of fractional order lies in the fact that exp p belongs to tff~ only when the 
order of p is strictly smaller than 1, whilst operators of this type provide 

*) The notation used here is slightly different from that used in [8]. 
**) Here and in what follows, ex denotes the sheaf of microdifferential opera

tors of finite (integral) order, and l1(r) denotes the principal symbol of an operator 
r of finite order. 
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us with most interesting and important examples of systems of microdif
ferential equations of infinite order. (Cf. [12], [13].) Of course, exp p is 
of order at most 0 if the order of p is of order at most o. Hence our 
main interest lies in the case where the order of p is bigger than 0 and 
smaller than 1. Thus the introduction of operators of fractional order is 
indispensable for our purpose. 

§ 1. Finiteness theorems for R-holonomic complexes 

In this section we present basic finiteness results for R-holonomic 
complexes of gR-Modules to be defined below. In finding finiteness 
results for systems of microdifferential equations of infinite order, we have 
to use the symplectic structure of T* X regarded as a real manifold. (Cf. 
[11]) So, in order to be specific, let us denote by (T* X)R the real homo
geneous symplectic manifold endowed with the real canonical I-form 
wR =w+ill, where w denotes the holomorphic canonical I-form on T* X 

def 

and ill denotes its complex conjugate. 
Let us now specify the class of systems to be considered in this 

report. Let W be an open subset of t* X and let ~ be a complex of 
gR-Modules defined on W. We say ~ is a good complex (of gR-Mod
ules), if ~ is locally quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of free gR_ 
Modules of finite rank. For a good complex ~, its characteristic set 
Ch (~) is, by definition, the union of the closure of Supp Jft\(~) for 
alII's. 

Definition 1.1. A good complex ~ of gR-Modules is said to be 
R-holonomic, if Ch (~) is contained in a subanalytic subset of (t* X)R 
which is Lagrangian (with respect to the canonical I-form wR ). 

See Hironaka [5] for the definition and basic properties of a sub
analytic set. 

Interesting examples of R-holonomic complexes will be given in 
Section 2 by using exp p's Cord p< 1). 

As we said in Section 0, our main concern is the structure of 
Rr zCR~*(9cn)-solutions of R-holonomic complexes. So we shall first 
prepare several notations needed to discuss Rr z(R~*(9 cn)-solutions. 

Let us now suppose that X is an open subset of en and use the 
R-vector space structure of en ~ R2n. Here and in what follows we use 
the same notions and notations as in [9]; for example, for a closed and 
properly convex cone G in R2n and an open subset D of X, we say that D 
is G-round Cresp., G-open) if(D+G)n(D+Ga)=D holds (resp., if D+G 
cD holds), where Ga={x E X; -x E G}, and for such a cone G and a 
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G-round open subset D of X, we denote by <f(G, D) the relative cohomo
logy group H;(G)(D X D, <V~;;'.H, where Z(G)= {(x, y) E Xx X; y-x E G}. 
Note that there exists a canonical ring homomorphism 

Here GO denotes the polar set of G, i.e., {.; E R2n; <x, .;) >0 for every x 
in G}. 

Let J( denote an R-holonomic complex of @"R-Modules defined on a 
neighborhood of x* in t* X. Since @"§,xo is the inductive limit of <f(G, D)'s 
with G being a properly convex closed cone in R2n and D being a G-round 
open subset such that DXGoa is a neighborhood of x*, we can find a 
cone G and an open subset D of X which satisfy the following conditions 
(1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). 

(1.1) G is a closed and properly convex cone in R2n. 

(1.2) DXGoa is a neighborhood of x*. 

(1.3) If we define a complex~. of <f(G, D)-modules by 

O~<f(G, D)NO?<f(G, D)N'~ ... !!:::!:-<f(G, D)Nd~O, 
then @"!: (8) ~. is quasi-isomorphics to J( on DXGoa. 

fIi(a,D) 

Now, for a subset S of Cn, we denote by So the topological space S 
endowed with the G-topology; it means, by definition, that a subset Q of 
S is open as a subset of So, if it is an intersection of S and a G-open sub
set of cn. In what follows we denote by CPa the canonical continuous map 
from C n to Ca. In passing, we know ([9], Corollary 3.2.5) that there 
exists a G-round open neighborhood U of n(x*) such that, for any G-open 
sets Q1-::::JQO satisfying QIWOC U, RTo,VJo(Rcpo*<Vcn)!Ol is well-defined in the 
derived category of the abelian category of sheaves of <f(G, D)-modules 
defined on (Ql)O. Here and in what follows, Q1WO denotes the set 
{x E Ql; X ~ Qo}. 

Now, our first result is the following finiteness theorem. 

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that @"R (8) ~. is R-holonomic on U X GOa. 
,"(a,D) 

Then, for each point (xo, ';0) in Ux Goa, there exist a properly convex, sub
analytic and closed cone G' and G'-open subanalytic setsQi and Q~ which 
sqtisfy the following conditions: 

(1.4) Gis properly contained in G', 

(1.5) G'c{0}U{xER2n;<x,';o)<0}, 
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(1.6) Xo E Q~\~c U, 

(1.7) dime J't'J(SOa}RJ't' Oml«G,D)(~.' RT D;\flo(RSOG*@en)))x< 00 for any x in 

Q~\Q~. 

Once this finiteness result is obtained, we can immediately obtain the 
following Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 on the constructibility of the 
solution sheaves. 

Theorem 1.3. In the same situation as in Theorem 1.2, we let F' 
denote 

(1.8) 

Then F'lo{ is an R-constructible complex on Q~; that is, there exists a locally 
finite and decreasing family {Nk}k~0,).2, ... of subanalytic subsets of Q~ for 
which the following conditions are satisfied: 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

J't'J(F') ID'= 0 holds except for finitely many j's, 
1 

nNk=cjJ, 
k 

J't'J(F') INk\NHl is a locally constant sheaf for each j and k. 

dime J't'J(F')x < 00 for every x in Qi and for each j. 

Proof Taking sub analytic G'-open subsets Q) and Qo so that 

(1.14) Q)-:::JQi and Q~-:::JQo 

and 

(1.15) 

may hold, we set 

F= SOa1RJ't' om,"(G,D/~., RT D,\D,(RSOG*(1Jen)). 

Then we know ([10]) 

SS(F) n «QNJo) X Goa)cCh(X:). 

(See [10] for the definition of SS(F) for a complex F of sheaves on x.) 
Let q) (resp., q2) denote the first (resp., second) projection from Qi X Q~ to 
Qi. Then we find by the definition 

(1.16) 
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Denoting by PI (resp., P2) the first (resp., second) projection from T*(Q~ X 
Qi) to T* Qi and denoting by ;r the projection from T* Q~ onto Qi, we 
obtain from (1.16) the following: 

(1.17) SS(F'IQi) 

cPl(N*(Z(G'» n p;I«SS(F)+N*(Q6)a) n ;r-l(Qi\Q6») 

cPl(N*(Z(G'» n p;I«Ch(~) n «(Qi\Q6> X GO a) +N*(Q6)a» 

n ;r-l(Ql\Q6»). 

Here and in what follows, for a subset S of X, N*(S) denotes the conor
mal set of S (in the sense of Definition 3.4.3 of [9]). See Definition 1.4.2 

of [10] for the definition of the symbol -+. Since the last set in (7.17) is 
a closed isotropic subanalytic subset of ;r-l(Qi) ([10]), F' is weakly R-con
structible on Qi, that is, F' satisfies conditions (1.9) ~ (1.12). Since the 
preceding theorem guarantees (1.13), this completes the proof of the 
theorem. 

Theorem 1.4. Let X be a complexification of a real analytic manifold 
M. Let W be an open subset of t* X and let ~ be an R-holonomic 
complex of lfR-Modules defined on W. Then,for eachj, 

is an R-constructible sheaf on W n Ti;X. Here 'rf? M denotes the sheaf of 
microfunctions. 

Proof Let us first recall the definition of the sheaf of microfunc
tions, that is, 

Here 11M denotes the microlocalization functor ([10]) and WM denotes the 
orientation sheaf of M. Hence it follows from the definition (1.8) of F' 
that 

RJ'f' om8§(~' 'rf? M)= I1M(F') Q9wM[ -n] 

holds on. «Qi\Q6) X G,oa) n Ti;X. Since the microlocalization functor 
preserves the R-constructibility, Theorem 1.4 is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 1.3. Q.E.D. 

In addition to these finiteness results, we can prove the following 
reconstruction theorem for R-holonomic complexes. 
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Theorem 1.5. Let.;( be an R-holonomic complex of cCR-Modules 
defined on a neighborhood of x* in t* X and let F' be given by (1.8). Then 

holds on a neighborhood of x*. Here p hom (F', (!) x) denotes, by definition. 
p,lR£'omc(P2IF',pi(!)x» (=P4(R£"Omc(P2IF',P1I(!)X))[2n]), where LI is the 
diagonal set of X X X and PI and P2 respectively denote the first and the 
second projection from X X X to X. 

This theorem generalizes the reconstruction theorem for holonomic 
~x-Modules ([7], Chap. I, § 4) to R-holonomic complexes of cCR-Modules. 

In order to prove Theorem 1.2 let us first note the following 

Lemma 1.6. Let A and A' be closed Lagrangian subanalytic subsets 
of (T*X)R. Suppose that n(A') is compact. Let v be a vector such that 
<g, v) never vanishes for any (x, g) in A' n t* X, and let A'(ev) denote the 
translation of A' by ev, where e is a real number. Then we find 

(1.18) AnA'(ev)cT1X 

for O<lel~1. 

Proof Let us prove the lemma by a reduction to absurdity. If 
(1.18) were false, we could find a real analytic function (x(t), get), e(t» 
(O<t<l) so that 

(1.19) (x(t), ~(t» E An A'(e(t)v)nt*X (O<t<l) 

and 

(1.20) e(O) = 0, e(t)$O 

might hold. Since A and A' are Lagrangian by the assumption, (1.19) 
should entail 

(1.21) (g(t), d~;t) )=0 

and 

(1.22) (g(t), d~;t) )+(g(t), d~:) v)=O. 

Hence we should have 
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(1.23) <~(t), d~:) v)=O. 

On the other hand, <~(t), v)::;t:O by the assumption on v. Hence 

(1.24) de(t) =0 
dt 

should hold. This contradicts (1.20), completing the proof of Lemma 1.6. 

Let us now embark on the proof of Theorem 1.2. We choose com
plex coordinates Z= (Zl> .. " zn) on X( c en) so that (xo; ~o)= (0; d(Re ZI»' 

Let a2, ••• , an and c be some (sufficiently large) positive numbers such 
that the cone G(a2, ••• , an; c) defined below properly contains G. 

(1.25) 

G(a2, ••• , an; c) 

={z E en; -c Re zl::;;IImzll, -aj(l+c 2Y/2 Re ZI 

>IZjl(j=2, ···,n)}. 

We choose this cone as G'. (We have chosen such a particular cone in 
order that we may use the results in [7], Chap. III, § 1.) For a point x 
in X, we denote by Q(x) the set {z E X; z-x E Int G', the interior of G'}. 
Let wp denote {z E X; Re ZI < - pl. Then it follows from Lemma 1.6 that 
there exists a positive number PI such that 

(1.26) 

holds for O<p<pl' Let us choose Wpo (O<PO<PI) as Q~ required in The
orem 1.2. Choosing a point Xl so that 

and 

Q(XI)\Wp1 c::: U 

holds, we choose Q(XI) as Qf. Let F' denote 

SOa}R:Yt' om,,(a,Di~., Rr lJi\lJo(RSOa* (9cn». 
Then for any point X in QfVJ~, we have 

(1.27) 

where x(e) denotes the point x+e(l, 0, ... ,0). 
Now, it follows from (1.26) that Ch(~)+N*(wpo)a is Lagrangian. 
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Hence we find by Lemma 1.6 that 

(1.28) Ch (::() n N*(Q(x(s))) n 7r-l(Q~\WP1)C T;X 

and 

(1.29) (Ch (::()+ N*(wpo)a) n N*(Q(x(s)) n 7r-l(Q~\Wp,)c T;X 

hold for 0 < s ~ 1. Since (1.29) implies 

(1.30) Ch (::() n (N*(Q(x(s))+N*(w p')) n 7r-l(Q~\WPl)C T;X, 

we can find a strictly positive number So and a continuous function pes) 
of s for which the following two conditions are satisfied: 

(1.31) p(s)<p(s')<Po holds for any s and f.' such that O<s'<s<so, 

(1.32) Ch (::() n N*(Q(x(s)) n we) n 7r-l(Q~\wp,) C T;X holds for 0< s 
<so and p(s);;;'p~Po· 

Hence it follows from Theorem 4.5.1 of [9] that 

(1.33) HJ(R Hom{!(G,Dl~., Rr Q(X(<))\Q6(Q(x(s)), @x))) 

~HJ(R Hom{!(G,D)(~., Rr Q(x(e'»W6(Q(x(s')), @x))) 

holds for O<s'~s<so for every j. (Cf. the note added in proof in p. 54 
of [9] and a remark in p. 909 of [7].) Hence we have 

(1.34) jfJ(F')x+::Hj(RHom{!(G,D)(~., Rr Q(x(e»W6(Q(x(s)), @x))) 

for O<s<o.o. Hence it suffices for us to show the finite-dimensionality of 
the right hand side of (1.34). On the other hand, again by (1.32), we 
find 

(1.35) Hj(RHoJ.14(G,Dl~., RrQ(x(e»W6(Q(x(s)), @x))) 

~Hj(RHom{!(G,D)(~.' Rr Q(x(e»\wpjQ(x(s)), @x))) 

for O<s<so. Hence we obtain 

(1.36) Hj(RHomQ;(G,D/~.' Rr.Q(x(e»W6(Q(x(s)), @x))) 

~HJ(RHomij(G,D/~., RrQ(x(e'»\wp",,(Q(x(s')), @x))) 

for O<s'<s<so. Since Q(x(s)), Q~, Q(x(o.')) and Wp(,') are all convex, 
(1.33) and (1.35) entail 

(1.37) Hj(HomQ;(G,Dl~., HJ(x(e»\Q~(Q(x(s)), @x))) 

~Hj(Hom{!(G,D)(~., HJ(x(e'»\wp",,(Q(x(s'»), @x))) 
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holds for every j. Hence the following two complexes c~(e) and c'(e') 
(e<e') give rise to isomorphic cohomology groups: 

(1.38) 

(1.39) 

c~(e): O----+(HJ(x(s))\Oo(Q(x(e)), i!Jx»No 

~(HJ(x(s))\Oo(Q(x(e)), i!Jx»N, 
P1 ----+ ..... . 

~(HJ(x(s))\Oo(Q(x(e)), i!J X»N. 

----+0. 

c'(e'): 0----+(H1(x(s'))\wp".,(Q(x(e')), {!} X»No 

~(H1(x("))\Wp".,(Q(x(e')), i!J x»N, 
P1 ----+ ..... . 

~(H1(x(s'))\WP,.,,(Q(x(e')), i!JX»N. 

----+0. 

Thus our problem is reduced to the verification of the finite-dimensionality 
of Hj(c~(e» (~Hj(c·(e'»). 

Now, by the results in [7], Chap. III, § 1, we can understand the 
action of P/son H1(x(s))\Oo(Q(x(e)); (!}x) etc. as that of integral operators 

K~(Pj)'s introduced in p. 875 of [7]. Let us choose complex numbers aj 
and!'j U=O, ... , d) and G'-round open subsetsD j andD~ U=O,· . " d+ 1) 
of D so that the following conditions (1.40), (1.41) and (1.42) are satisfied. 
If we choose from the first Qi and Q~ so that Qi\Q~ is sufficiently small, 
the recipe in p. 875 of [71 assures the existence of such numbers and sets. 

(1.40) K~~(Pj) sends i!Jx(Q n D j) (resp., (!}x(Q n Dm 

into i!Jx(Q n D j +l ) (resp., i!Jx(Q n D;+I» 

for any G'-open set Q, 

(1.41) D~+I ::;;Qi\tPo, 
(1.42) D~c.Dj U=O,"', d+ 1). 

Then Proposition 3.1.5 of [7] tells us that the action of P j on 

H1(x(s))\06(Q(x(e)), (!}x) 

coincides with the action of the integral operator K~~(Pj) which sends 

(!}x«Q(x(e» n Q~) n Dj)j{!}x(Q(x(e» n D j ) 

to 
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for eachj. Hence, for eachj, we obtain the following two commutative 
diagrams (1.43) and (1.44) with the additional constraint (1.45). 

K~'j.P-) 
(l!Jx(Q(x(e» n Dj»NJ a J ) (l!Jx(Q(x(e» n Dj+1»)NJ+1 

(1.43) 1 K~j(Pj) 1 
(l!J;r«Q(x(e» n Q~) n Dj»)NJ aJ ) (l!Jx«Q(x(e» n Q~) n Dj+1»NJ+1 

KPi+1(PJ 1) 
(l!JX(Q(x(e» n Dj+1»Nj+1 aJ+1 + ) (l!JX«Q(x(e» n Dj+z»Nj+> 

(1.44) 1 K~J+l(p. ) 1 
(l!Jx«Q(x(e» n Q~) n DJ+1»NJ+1 aJ+1 J+~(l!J;r(Q(x(e» n Q~) n D1+2»Nj+2 

(1.45) K~~!:(Pj+l)K~~(Pj)(l!Jx«Q(x(e» n Q~) n DJ»Ni 
cl!Jx(Q(x(e» n Dj+2)Nj+>. 

We note that K~:!:(P<l+I) is understood to be zero here and in what 
follows. We also find similar diagrams with Q(x(e», Q(x(e» n Q~ and Dj 
being replaced by Q(x(e'», Q(x(e'» n rop(e') and D~, respectively. 

Since it is cumbersome to treat the diagrams (1.43) and (1.44) as they 
stand, we prepare a lemma which enables us to reduce the situation to a 
simpler one. 

Lemma 1.7. Let {Xi}, {Yl} and {Zi} be objects in an Abelian category 
d. Suppose the following data (1.46), (1.47) and (1.48) are given: 

(1.46) 

(1.47) 

/J hi 
Exact sequences O~XC~yj~ZL __ +O, 

cpi: Xi~Xj+t, +i: Yl~Yl+l and Cpj: Zj~ZJ+l which give 

rise to the following commutative diagram: 

O~Xj ~yj ~Zi ~O 

SOil til ¢Jl 
O~Xi+l~yJ+l~Z1+1~O, 

(1.48) gj: Yl~Xi+2 such that +1+10 +J= Ji+2 ogj. 

Then we find the following: 

(i) cp1+ 1 0 cpi=O. 

(ii) Set Wi=Xi+\3~yi and define dlv: Wi~Wi+l by 

[ __ cpi+! gi] 
--Ji+l +j 
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Then d{/l 0 dfv=O holds. 

(iii) Let pJ: WJ---+ZJ be given by (0, hJ). Then {pJ} is a quasi-isomorphism 
of complexes W' ---+Z·. 

Since the proof of this lemma is straightforward, we leave it to the 
reader. We apply Lemma 1.7 to our situation by the following corre
spondence: 

XJ= «(9x(Q(x(e)) n DJ)Y;, 

Y' = «(9x«Q(x(e)) n Q~) n DJ))N;, 

f': the natural injection, 

ZJ= YJjXJ 

~(H~(x('»\!lo(Q(x(e)), (9x)Y;, 

cpJ = 'vJ = K~;(PJ)' 
pJ=PJ. 

It is then clear that all the assumptions in Lemma 1.7 are satisfied. We 
denote the resulting complex W' by W~(e). Note that the complex Z' in 
this case is nothing but c~(e). We obtain a similar complex W(e') by 
replacing Q(x(e)), Q~ and D J respectively with Q(x(e')), (})p(") and D; in the 
above correspondence. Since HJ(c~(e))c::;HJ(c'(e')) holds, Lemma 1.7 
implies 

(1.49) HJ(W~(e))c::;HJ(W(e')) 

for every j. Hence, in view of (1.42), we can conclude from a classical 
result on compact perturbation in functional analysis (see e.g. [4] and 
references cited therein) that HJ(W~(e)) is finite-dimensional for every j. 
Hence we find HJ(c~(e)) is finite-dimensional. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1.2. 

Next let us prove Theorem 1.5. In what follows we denote by cp 
(resp., CPa) the canonical map from X to XG, (resp., XG'a). Let cp denote 
1 X CPa' It then follows from the definition of the sheaf ,g~ and the com
plex~. that 

:Yt.=f1d(cp-l(RrxX(iil\iiO)(Rcp*(9~;;'.1-) ® ~J)[n] 
Ci(G,D) 

(1.50) 

holds on (fJ1\QO) X G,oa for G,a-open sets fJ 1 and fJo such that fJ 1\QO'b U. 
Here (9~;;'.1- denotes the sheaf of holomorphic n-forms with respect to the 
second variable. In what follows, we abbreviate ~(G, D) to ~ for the 
simplicity of notations. Let us first note the following 
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Lemma 1.8. Let (!}P) denote the sheaf of holomorphic n-forms on X. 
Then we have the following isomorphism i on X X Qt: 

(1.51) Pl t(!}x ~P2t(so;1(RTii'\iio(RSOa*(!}P)) ~ ~.)) 

~ sa-t(RT XX(ii,\iio)(Rsa*(!}~~l) ~ ~.) 
Proof Since the existence of the homomorphism i is clear, it suffices 

to verify 

(1.52) (!}x,x ~ £j(SO;l( RTii,\ii/RSOa*(!}P)) ~ ~.))y 

= £i(sa-t(RT xx (Q,\iiolRsa* (!}~~l) 0 ~.)) 
" (x,y) 

for every j and every x in X and every y in Qt. In proving (1.52) we may 
suppose without loss of generality that both Qt and Qo are pseudo-convex. 
Then, by using Lemma 1.7 as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we find that 

is isomorphic to the j-th cohomology group of a complex of nuclear 
Frechet spaces. Since it is finite-dimensional, we find (1.52) by making 
the topologically completed tensor product of (!}Aw) and the complex, 
where w is an open neighborhood of x, and then taking the inductive limit 
with respect to w. Q.E.D. 

In view of this lemma, we next study 

In order to rewrite d, let us note the following 

Lemma 1.9. There exists a canonical right !?J=-linear homomorphism 
from (!}P) to R£omc((!}x. C)[n]=t&'xl'C.((!}x, C). 

Proof By the Poincare duality we have 

(1.53) 

for any open subset w of an n-dimensional complex manifold X. On the 
other hand, if w is pseudo-convex, 
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holds for k*n, and hence 

(1.54) HJ(w, RJft'omc«(9x, C»[n]~HomclH~-j(w, (9x), C) 

= {HOm(H~(W; (9x), C) (j=O) 

° (j*O). 

Since we have a canonical map from H~(w, (9:;» to C, we have a canonical 
map from (9:;)(w) toHomclH~(w; (9x), C). Thus we have a canonical 
map from (9:;) to RJft'omcl(9x, C)[n]=@"xtC(@x, C). Q.E.D. 

By this lemma we obtain a canonical map 0 from d to 

On the other hand, for a G'a-open convex set w, we have 

(1.55) Rr(w, d)=«HO(wn Qo, (9:;»/HO(w, (9:;») (8) ~)[n] 
'" 

and 

Hence, with the aid of Lemma 1.7, Serre's duality theorem tells us 

(1.57) Rr(w, d)~Rr(w, 81) 

Therefore the canonical map 0: d-+81 is an isomorphism. 
In order to rewrite cp;;l81 further, we note the following 

Lemma 1.10. Let F be a complex of sheaves on X. Then there 
exists another complex R of sheaves on X which satisfies the following two 
conditions: 

(1.58) R forms the following distinguished triangle: 

cp;;lRcpa*RJft'omc(F, C) 

/ ~+1 
RJft'omc(cp-1Rcp*F, C) >R, 

(1.59) SS (R) n (X XG'O )= ifJ. 
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Proof Since the existence of the triangle (1.58) is obvious, it suffices 
to verify (1.59). For this purpose let us first note the existence of the 
following distinguished triangles (1.60) and (1.61) for which (1.62) and 
(1.63) hold. 

(1.60) 

(1.61) 

(1.62) 

(1.63) 

SS (R') n (X X GO) = <p, 

SS (F') n (X X Goa)= <p. 

The triangle (1.61) induces 

R.Yt> omc(cp -lRcp*F, C) 

/ \+1 
R.Yt> omc(F, C) ( R.Yt> omcCF', C), 

where 

SS (R.Yt>omc(F', C))cSS (F')a. 

Then the hexagon axiom assures the existence of the following distin
guished triangle 

/R~ 
R.Yt>om(F', C)~R', 

which implies (1.59). This completes the proof of Lemma 1.10. 

Since 

holds by the definition of Fi5,\i50 , we find 
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Hence it follows from Lemma 1.10 that 

(1.66) ~;lgo= (R.n" omc(~-lR~*(V§,\§O' C) ~ ~.)[2n] 
=R.n"omc(~-lR.n"omli(~., R~*(V§,\§O)' C)[2n] 

holds on (Ql\QO)XG'o. Let us now take G'-open sets Qi and Q6 so that 
the following three conditions may be satisfied: 

(1.67) 

(1.68) 

(1.69) 

Ql\Qo~Qi\Q6, 

(Qi\Q6) X G' 0 a is a neighborhood of x*, 

Then we obtain 

(1.70) R£'omc(~-lR.n"omli(~., R~*(V§,\OO)' c)Ioln o,[2n] 

~R.n" omc(~-lR.n"omli(~., Rr Ol\Oo(R~*(Vx», C)Ioln D,[2n] 

on (Q~VJ6) X GO. Hence we find 

(1.71) 

holds on a neighborhood of x*. Therefore, by the assumption (1.69) on 
F', we finally obtain 

(1.72) 

on a neighborhood of x*. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5. 

§ 2. Applications to the study of theta-functions 

In this section we show how Theorem 1.4 is used to prove the finite
dimensionality of the space of microfunction solutions (= Jacobi (micro) 
functions) of a particular system of microdifferential equations associated 
with a Jacobi structure to be defined below. As we explained in the 
introduction of [13], the classical theta-zerovalue L:.ez exp (It'-i=T lh) 
(regarded as a microfunction) is one of the simplest examples of Jacobi 
functions. 

Definition 2.1. (Jacobi structure). Let (V, E) be a symplectic vec
tor space over C and L a lattice in V. Let X be a complex manifold and 
Wan open subset of t * X. Let ~: V -+tC (112)( W) be a linear map. Then 
the pair P of ~ and (V, L, E) is called a Jacobi structure (of restricted tpye) 
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on W if the following conditions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied: 

(2.1) [SO(v), SO(v')]=E(v, v') 

holds for any v and v' in V. Here and in what follows, [SO(v), SO(v')] denotes 
the commutator of SO(v) and SO(v'). 

(2.2) E is 2rr./=l Z-valued on LX L, 

(2.3) ord SO(v)~ 1/2 

holds for every v. 

Remark 2.2. (i) In this article we restrict our consideration to the 
case where SO(v) is of order at most 1/2. This is the reason why we use 
the terminology "Jacobi structure (of restricted type)". (Cf. [12], [13]) 
In what follows, we will omit "of restricted type". 

(ii) Although soCv)'s are not commutative, (2.1) and (2.2) guarantee 
that exp SO(v) (v E L) do commute. In fact, the Campbell-Hausdorff for
mula (cf. [2]) tells us 

exp SO(u) exp SO(v)=exp (so(u) + SO(v) + i-E(u, v» 

=exp SO(v) exp SO(u) exp (E(u, v» 

=exp SO(v) exp SO(u) 

holds, if u and v belong to L. 
(iii) The condition (2.3) guarantees that exp SO(u) belongs to <&'0.(2) 

for every u in V. (Cf. [14], p. 438-p. 442 and [3].) 

In order to define a complex of <&,R-Modules associated with a Jacobi 
structure, let us further introduce a function c: L-+CX(=C -{OD which 

def 

satisfies the following condition: 

(2.4) c(u+ v) =exp (E(u, v)/2)c(u)c(v)o 

It is obvious that such a function c really exists. (Actually there exist 
infinitely many, although they are all equivalent in the sense to be exp
lained in Remark 2.3 below.) If we define JcCu) by c(u) exp SO(u), then (2.4) 
combined with Campbell-Hausdorff formula entails 

(2.5) 

for any u and v in L. We then let the group algebra C[L] to act upon 
<&'0.(2) from the right by po u= pJc(u) for p in <&'0.(2) and u in L. Let us 
denote by (<&'0.(2)' c) the (<&'0.(2)' C[LD-bi-Module thus obtained. 
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Remark 2.3. For each c': L~Cx that satisfies (2.4), (@"~/2)' c') is 
isomorphic to (@"~/2)' c) as (@"~/2)' C[L])-bi-Module. In fact, there exists 
Uo in V which satisfies 

c'(U) = c(u) exp E(u, uo) 

for any u in L. Hence we find 

(p exp sa(uo))c'(u) exp sa(u) = pc(u) exp sa(u) exp sa(uo), 

that is, the map: p>-'>p exp sa(uo) is an isomorphism from (@"~/2)' c) to 
(@"~/2)' c'). Therefore we will abbreviate (@"~/2)' c) to @"~/2) for short. 

Now let us define a complex :£.(P) associated with the Jacobi 
structure P by the following: 

L 
(2.6) :£.(P}= @"~/2) ® C. 

e[L] 

Note that C has a free resolution of finite length as a C[L]-module, e.g., 
the so-called Koszul complex. Hence, for a basis (ul , ••• , ud ) of L, :£.(P) 
is quasi-isomorphic to the following complex: 

We now introduce the definition of Jacobi functions. Here and in 
what follows, M denotes a real analytic manifold, X its complexification 
and W an open subset of t * X. 

Definitio~ 2.4. A Jacobi (micro)function (with respect to a Jacobi 
structure P and c: L~Cx satisfying (2.4)) is, by definition, a microfunction 
f on W n Ti-X that satisfies 

c(u) exp (sa(u))! =! 

for any u in L. 

Remark 2.5. It immediately follows from the above definition that 
the sheaf of Jacobi functions is isomorphic to .Yt' om(:£.(P), ~ M). 

Remark 2.6. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between a 
Jacobi function and the zerovalue of a theta function in the sense of [12], 
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[13], a Jacobi function is sometimes called a theta-zerovalue. (Cf. [12], 
Theorem, [13], Theorem 2.lO.) 

Remark 2.7. In order to make the notation more symmetric, we 
have changed the definition of Cj used in [12], [13], that is, cj used there 
corresponds to C(Uj)-1 in the notation used here, where (Ul> •• " ud) is a 
basis of L. 

Now we have the following 

Theorem 2.8. Let P = (cp, V, L, E) be a Jacobi structure on We t* X. 
Suppose 

(2.7) dim V =2 dim X. 

Then the sheaf of Jacobi functions, i.e., Yf'om(:i:.(P), <g'M) is an R-construc
tible sheaf on wn T:i{X. 

In order to deduce Theorem 2.8 from Theorem lA, let us first recall 
the following Lemma 2.9 due to Aoki. As a matter of fact, Aoki's result 
on the invertibility of microdifferential operators is a quite general one 
and the following lemma is a very special case of it. ([1], see also [2].) 

Lemma 2.9. Let x* be a point in t* X and let p be in Iff(l),x.for some 
A. Suppose that ord p < 1. Then, for any complex number c, there exists 
R in Ifflj,x* such that 

(2.8) R(c exp p-l)= (c exp p-I)R= 1, 

if a(p)(x*) is not a purely imaginary number. Here a(p) denotes the principal 
symbolofp· 

Lemma 2.9 guarantees that all the cohomology groups of :i:.(P) 
vanish outside 

A= {(z, C) E W; Re aI/2(cp(V»(z, C)= 0 for any v in L}. 

This implies 

(2.9) Ch(:i:.(P»)cA. 

We now want to show that A is a Lagrangian subset of (T* X)R. In order 
to prove this, let us introduce a map X: W ~ V* defined by 

(2.10) X(y*)(v)= al / 2(cp(V)(Y*) 

for y* in Wand v in V. Since 
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(2.11) E(v, v')= {0'1/2(SO(V)), O'i/lso(v'))} 

follows from (2.1) and (2.3), (2.7) guarantees that X is a symplectic trans
formation. Here the right hand side of (2.11) denotes the Poisson 
bracket of 0'1/2(SO(V)) and 0'i/2(SO(v')). Furthermore, if we define Vi by 
{.it E V*; l(L)CR}, it is a real Lagrangian subspace of real symplectic 
space (V*, E*+E*), where E* denotes the dual form of E and E* denotes 
the complex conjugate of E*. Since A=X-'(Vi) by the definition, A is a 
Lagrangian subset of (T*X)R. Hence (2.9) implies that Ch(~(P)) is 
contained in a Lagrangian subanalytic subset of (T* X)R. Hence Theorem 
1.4 entails Theorem 2.8. 

Now, Theorem 2.8 tells us that Jacobi structures provides us with 
good examples of R-holonomic complexes. For example, using Theorem 
1.5 and the results in [11], we can verify the sheaf t(j y of microfunctions 
regarded as an @"R-Module is an R-holonomic complex obtained through 
a Jacobi structure. 

Furthermore, the similarity of the assertions for holonomic systems 
and those for R-holonomic complexes indicates that a very wild function 
such as the Jacobi function, or the theta-zerovalue L;.ez exp (".J"=1 lh) 
may be controlled microlocally by a system of microdifferential equations. 
In order to exemplify this expectation, let us indicate how we can deduce 
from the Jacobi structure the automorphy property of a Jacobi function 
under the action of Sp(n; Z). In order to discuss such a global problem, 
we generalize the notion of Jacobi structure so that SO is a map from V to 

@"(1/2)(2)=,,-12 (8) @"(1/2) (8) ,,-12129 - 1 
def n-1tlX it-IdlE 

for a line bundle 2 on X. In what follows, @"(i/2)(2) denotes 

,,-12 (8) @"(i/2) (8) ,,-1.Pi29-1 and t(j y(2) denotes ,,-12 (8) t(j y. 
1t-1tlx n- 1(9X 1t'- l l9x 

Let S2(V) denote the symmetric product of V and define a linear 
map e: S2(V)~gr(V) by 

(2.12) 

for VI' V2 in S2(V) and v in V. Then e is an isomorphism between S2(V) 
and ~1'(V). Define a map s from S2(V) to @"(1/2)(2)(W) by assigning 

t (SO( vI)SO( v2) + soC v2)SO( VI)) 

to VI 'V2 in S2(V) and let Q denote so e- I • Using (2.12) we can easily 
verify that Q is a Lie algebra homomorphism from ~1'(V) to @"(1/2)(2)(W) 
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which satisfies 

cp(av) = [Q(a), cp(v)] 

for any a in §HV) and any v in V. The fact that Q is a Lie algebra 
homomorphism implies 

for any a and a' in §p(V). Hence §p(V) acts upon Wby the Hamiltonian 
map H a1 (Q(a)) (a E §p(V». In order to discuss the global structure of 
microfunction solutions, we suppose a reality condition as follows: 

r--/ 

Let VB denote R ® L and let Sp(VB) denote the universal covering 
z 

r--/ 

space of the symplectic group Sp(VB). We suppose that Sp(VB) acts 
upon W n Ti-X so that its infinitesimal action is given by the Hamiltonian 
map H a1 (Q(a». 

r--/ 

For g in Sp(VB), we denote by 1/r(g) the action described above, and 
by (W(g), ifJ(g» the corresponding quantized contact transformation. To 

r--/ 

be more precise, for g in Sp(VB), 'IJr(g) is a C-Algebra isomorphism from 

C(i/2)(2)lwnT~x to 1/r(g)*(C(i/2)(2)lwnT~x) and ifJ(g) is an isomorphism 
from ~M(2)lwnT~x to 1/r(g)*~M(2)lwnT~x for which the following condi
tions (2.13)-(2.16) are satisfied. 

(2.13) ifJ(g)(pf) = ('IJr(g)(p»(ifJ(g)f) for pin C(iI2)(2) andfin ~M(2), 

(2.14) 7F(glg2)= 'IJr(gl)'IJr(g2) 

and 

ifJ(g Ig 2) = ifJ(g l)ifJ(g 2) 
r--/ 

hold for any gl and g2 in Sp(VB), 

(2.15) ~ 'IJr(exp (ta»(p)j = [Q(a), p] holds for any a in §p(VB) and 
dt t~O 

any p in C(i/2) (2) lw, 

(2.16) ~ifJ(exp (ta»fl = Q(a)fholds for any a in §p(VB) and any 
dt t~O 

fin ~M(2)lwnT~x. 

Note that (2.15) implies 

(2.17) 'IJr(g) exp cp(v) = exp cp(gv) 
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r--.J 

for g in Sp(VR ) and v in VR • 

r--.J 

Now, let T(c) denote {g E Sp(VR ); gL=L and c(gv)=c(v) for any v 
in L}. It then follows from (2.13) and (2.17) that, for any Jacobi function 
f, we find 

(2.18) exp <p(v)(Cb(g)f) = (1JI"(g) exp <p(g-lv))(Cb(g)f) 

= Cb(g)(exp <p(g-Iv)f) 

= C(g-IV)-ICb(g)f 

= c(v)-ICb(g)f 

for any gin T(c). Hence Cb(g)fis again a Jacobi function. This implies 
an automorphic property of a Jacobi functions, if the space of Jacobi 
functions is finite-dimensional. We also note that, in view of Remark 
2.3, we find an automorphic property of a Jacobi function under the 

r--.J 

'action of To={g E Sp(VR ); gL=L} if we allow as "automorphic factors" 
def 

microdifferential operators of infinite order, not only constant matrices. 
Thus we have seen how global properties of Jacobi functions can be 

derived from microlocal information, namely, the fact that Jacobi func
tions are characterized as solutions of microdifferential equations (of 
infinite order). This gives us a hope that the theory of R-holonomic 
complexes will turn out to be fruitful in application as that of holonomic 
systems has already shown to be. 
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